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The AFCRl lunar laser Experiment 

1. INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND 

When the first ruby laser was laboratory operated in 1960, followed shortly 

by the description of Q-switching which could provide a narrow pulse, it was likely 

that a powerful research tool for optical ranging could be developed. Smullin and 

Fiocco 1 first used a ruby laser and optical telescope to demonstrate that a small 

portion of laser energy transmitted to the moon's natural surface could be re

turned to the earth and detected. Although these returned signals were too weak 

and spread out in time for precise lunar ranging, it was determined at AFCRL 

and by others that a high power, fast Q-switched laser, combined with a suitable 

telescope to take advantage of high angular resolution, could be developed for 

precise lunar ranging. In addition, if a suitable retroreflector were located on 

the moon, the expected return signal would be many times greater from this 

"point" source . than from the diffuse lunar surface, thereby enhancing experiment 

potential. 

During January 1963, the AFCRL lunar laser ranging experiment was for

malized and included in AFCRL Research Project P-8654. The lunar laser in

strumentation plan that evolved fromthis beginning was supported by several 

(Received for publication 2 January 1974) 

1. Smullin, L. D., and Fiocco, G. (1962) Proc. IRE 50:1703. -----N\N 
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AFCRL research projects. During December 1964, a competitive procurement 

for a lunar laser design study was initiated. The contract was awarded to Hughes 

Aircraft Co. and only AFCRL funds were utilized. 
2 

From the beginning, the objectives and progress of this experiment were co

ordinated with NASA and other interested groups. Impetus was added to the ex

periment with the recommendation of the "NASA 1965 Summer Conference of 

Lunar Exploration and Science" to locate retroreflectors on the moon. 3 This was 

followed by an invitation from NASA to AFCRL and other groups for lunar laser 
4 

ranging proposals. The AFCRL proposal centered around accelerating the al-

ready implemented lunar laser experiment. It was approved and NASA funded the 

development of the lunar laser by Hughes Aircraft Co. 5 The objectives and prog

ress of the AFCRL experiment were reported frequently to the scientific com

munity. 6, 7,8 

Lunar laser ground stations were made ready prior to the first Apollo retro

reflector which was located on the moon during July 1969. NASA supported the 

plan for two beginning full-time stations. One was to be located in Hawaii and 

the other was the AFCRL experiment in Arizona. When the Hawaiian station did 

not materialize, a station was located at McDonald Observatory, Texas, in 1969, 

that was ready in time for Apollo 11. Because of expected unfavorable local sum

mer weather conditions in Texas and Arizona that could curtail early acquisition 

of the Apollo 11 retroreflector, a third station was located temporarily at Lick 

Observatory, California. Upon successful completion of the acquisition phase for 

the Apollo 11 retroreflector, the Lick station was closed as planned. The Arizona 

station was terminated in 1972. The McDonald station, however, remains in 

2. Julian, R. S. (1966) Feasibility Study of Laser Ranging Systems, Final Con
tract Report (C-5172), Hughes Aircraft Co., AFCRL-66-503. 

3. NASA (1965) Summer Conference on Lunar Exploration and Science, NASA 
SP- 88, Washington, D. C. 

4. AFCRL (1965) Proposal for Lunar Laser Ranging and Photography Experi
ment, unpublished to HQ NAsA, 19 Nov. 

5. Benson, R. C., and Julian, R. S. (1968) Lunar Laser Ranging Systems, Con
tract Design Evaluation Report (C-0194), Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, 
California. 

6. Hunt, M. S. (1967) Selenodesy and lunar laser experiments, presented at 14th 
Gen. Assembly, IUGG/IAG, 25 Sep - 7 Oct., in Resumes Des Communica
tions, Lucerne, Switzerland. 

7. Eckhardt, D. H., Hunt, M. S., and Iliff, R. L. (1968) AFCRL lunar laser range 
and photograph instrumentation, in proceedings SPIE Laser Range Instru
mentation Seminar in Depth, EI Paso, Texas, 16-17 Oct 1967, pp.83':'92. 

8. Hunt, M. S. (1968) Lunar laser experiments, Paper No. 4.04, Am. Astron. Soc. 
(125th Meeting), 4 - 7 Dec 1967, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., 
Abstract, Astron.J.ll, 2, II, S19. 
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9 10 
operation and continues to be most productive. (See also Bender, et al for 

status of ranging stations and progress. ) 

Instrumentation developed for the AFCRL station under initial contracts did 

not perform as well as expected. Although the lunar laser and associated elec

tronics performed acceptably under laboratory conditions, performance difficul

ties arose, when operated in the observatory environment, and required equipment 

changes. Modifications were also made to improve the performance of the offset 

guider. Although numerous problems with the laser and guider were corrected 

in-house and through contractual assistance, the telescope's metal optics pre

sented other serious and time consuming problems. 

During 1965, a contract plan was developed with the University of Arizona to 

provide a 1. 5 m aperture metal mirror telescope for this experiment. The initial 

contract (C-5941) was awarded in 1966 and only AFCRL funds were used. It pro

vided for construction of the telescope with metal optics plus its housing and site 

that were essentially completed and in use by University of Arizona personnel dur

ing 1967 prior to the formation of an AFCRL in-house group at the University. 

The telescope's metal optics that were intended to begin this experiment in Arizona, 

however, were not developed in final form during the initial contract and prototype 

optics were provided. 11 Additional work was performed under subsequent contracts 

with the University to improve metal optics performance for this experiment, but 
12 13 ", 

without expected results.' The metal optics approach for lunar laser ranging 

was continued until March 1971, when a plan was implemented to replace metal 

optics with Cer- Vit optics. This plan was successfully concluded before the ex

periment was terminated in Arizona. 

During 1967 -1968, a plan was formalized to locate a small AFCRL research 

group in Tucson at the invitation of the University of Arizona. The in-house re

search unit (later called the AFCRL Lunar Laser Observatory) began operation 

9. Silverberg, E. C. (1974) Operation and performance of a lunar laser ranging 
station, Appl. Opt. ]J.(No. 3):565-574. 

10. Bender, P. L., Currie, D. G., Dicke, R. H., Eckhardt, D. H., Faller, J. E. , 
Kaula, W. M., Mulholland, J. D., Plotkin, H. H., Poultney, S. K., 
Silverberg, E. C., Wilkinson, D. T., Williams, J. G., and Alley, C. O. (19'73) 
The lunar laser ranging experiment, Science ill: 229- 238. 

11. 

12. Kuiper, G. P., Arthur, D. W. G., Connors, H. J., and Bates, Patricia (1969) 
Research Directed Toward a Photo-Telescopic Selenodetic Measuring 
Program, Final Contract Report (C-0240) p. 99, The Univ. of Arizona, 
AFCRL-69-0537. 

13. Kuiper, G. P. (1971) Support of AFCRL Lunar Laser Field Unit, Final Con
tract Report (C-0227), The Univ. of Arizona, AFCRL-71-o469. 
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on 1 August 1968. A plan was proposed to Hq NASA for support of the Arizona 

station, which was subsequently approved. 14 Proposed University services and 

support of the AFCRL experiment were funded through contracts with the Univer

sity. An offset guider was added to experiment instrumentation. It provided a 

means of pointing the telescope with attached laser at the lunar retroreflector, 

when the target was in the dark. 

The initial location of this experiment in Arizona, (Catalina, Site II) was used 

full time by AFCRL people from May 1969, when the lunar laser was delivered, 

until April 1971, when observations were concluded at tr.is site. The first return 

laser signals by the AFCRL group from the Apollo 11 retroreflector were obtained 

during September 1969. Return signals were obtained sporadically during sub

sequent operations at this site. Because of chronic and often serious equipment 

problems, however, it was difficult to maintain a lunar laser observing schedule 

and repeatability of measurements was not dependable. 

During the October 1970 to March 1971 period, the AFCRL lunar laser ex

periment in Arizona was re-evaluated. Important factors at the time were con

sidered, namely: 

(1) NASA could not continue to support the AFCRL experiment in Arizona, as 

it was too close to the McDonald experiment in Texas for long term scientific 

yield; 

(2) the permanent nature and continued successful results of the McDonald 

experiment made it unlikely for relocation; the AFCRL telescope! s metal optics 

had proved marginal to unacceptable for lunar laser ranging; 

(3) the University of Arizona made available to AFCRL at no cost a suitable 

glass blank that could, with additional funds and time, be optically worked to re

place the primary metal mirror; 

(4) a new lunar laser site at Mt. Lemmon, Arizona was in preparation under 

a University contract with AFCRL; 

(5) based on a restricted research budget, AFCRL could not operate this 

Arizona experiment alone without outside support; 

(6) design of the AFCRL experiment instrumentation, including the telescope, 

permitted relatively easy relocation; a relocation of the AFCRL instrumentation 

would increase the probability of continuing this experiment, which represented a 

sizable investment and would permit the continued use of the instrumentation for 

its designed purpose. 

The plan that evolved for continuation of this lunar laser experiment was as 

follows. The AFCRL telescope was re-engineered with Cer-Vit optics replacing 

14 . AFCRL (1968) Proposal for Lunar Laser Ground Stations Experiments, un
published to Hq NAsA, 30 June. 
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the metal optics. This work was performed at the University of Arizona under 

contract with AFCRL. A telescope resulted that was most suitable for this experi

ment. 15 
It was installed at a designated site for AFCRL at Mt. Lemmon, Arizona 

during December 1971. The lunar laser and guider were modified extensively and 

incorporated into the system located at Mt. Lemmon. After the re-engineered 

telescope, lunar laser, and guider were tested, installed and checked out, the 

system was evaluated successfully using the Apollo 15 retroreflector. During 

December 1971, it was noted officially that the AFCRL experiment in Arizona 

would be terminated on 30 June 1972. 

When successful return signals were obtained from the Apollo 15 retrore

flector during May 1972, the test and evaluation program for the re- engineered 

system was concluded as directed. During June 1972, AFCRL experiment instru

mentation was removed from the Mt. Lemmon site and the in-house experiment 

was terminated. Because of the continuing need to acquire laser ranging observa

tions from widely separated stations and the necessity to take full scientific advan

tage of lunar retroreflectors, AFCRL experiment instrumentation was designated 

to be kept intact for continued lunar laser research on a contractual basis at a 

southern hemisphere site. 

2. THE EXPERIMENT 

Radar techniques have been used for many years to obtain precise range mea

surements and, uniquely, to describe the motion and characteristics of target ob

jects. After a ruby laser was first laboratory operated in industry during 1960, 

these techniques were applied to optical wavelengths, where increased angular 

resolution over conventional radar could be expected. By 1966, improved ruby 

crystal quality and Q-switching techniques, plus increased photomultiplier quan

tum efficiency at ruby wavelength (694.3 nm) contributed to the widespread use of 

ruby lasers for optical ranging purposes. It followed that a ruby laser design was 

recommended for the AFCRL experiment. 2 

Because transmitted laser energy is spatially coherent and monochromatic, it 

can be focused efficiently and be detected through the sun's background light. It 

can be transmitted with high spectral radiance and in very short (ns) pulses allow

ing great potentiality for precise optical ranging. High angular resolution is nec

essary for high system efficiency and to isolate small lunar target features. As 

15. Buchroeder, R. A., Elmore, L. H., Shack, R. V., and Slater, P. N. (1972) 
The Design, Construction, and Testing of the Optics for a 147 -cm-Aperture 
Telescope, Final Contract Report (C-0047), The Univ. of Arizona, AFCRL-
72-0610. 
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a transmitted laser pulse intercepts the moon's natural surface, it is distorted by 

the combined effects of mean geometric slope and local topographic irregularities, 

resulting in pulse lengthening. These effects serve to increase the interval to 

accept background noise and degrade range resolution; they are minimized about 

relatively level areas at the sub-earth point (SEP). For precise range measure

ments, however, a suitable optical target is required that will retro-direct a por

tion of transmitted laser energy back to the sender. Retroreflectors were located 

on the moon beginning with the Apollo 11 retroreflector during July 1969. 

When this experiment was initially proposed to NASA, 4 plans were made for 

laser ranging using lunar retroreflectors as well as the moon's natural surface 

and for photographic detection of the retroreflector. It was recommended that 

Apollo 11 cube corners be metal coated to increase expected energy return which 

would enhance photographic detection. 16 The Apollo cube corners were, however, 

uncoated. It was determined that metal coatings could produce thermal distortions 

which could possibly lead to a reduced useful lifetime for the retroreflector. Be

cause the metal optics mirror telescope used to begin the AFCRL experiment in 

Arizona had a narrow on-axis field, it was unsuited for receiver optics in photo

graphic detection. A separate more suitable University telescope of high optical 

quality was already in operation and was considered as a possible photographic 

receiver. It was, however, never used in this experiment. 

The aberration of light caused by the relative transverse velocity between a 

lunar target and the transmitting telescope produces an effective angular displace 

ment that essentially weakens the detectable returned signal when the same tele

scope is used both as a transmitter and receiver. The weakened returned signal 

is detectable by a photomultiplier (PMT), but for photography a stronger returned 

signal is needed. The returned signal can be increased by using separate trans

mitting and receiving optics in a configuration that offsets the displacement effect. 

A site location known as Spencer Peak offered a more favorable transmitting loca

tion for photography than the initial location of the AFCRL telescope at the Catalina 

site. Consideration was given to moving the AFCRL telescope to Spencer Peak. 

When this site became unobtainable, no further serious consideration was given to 

photographic detection of retroreflectors. The photographic aspect of the experi

ment was considered to be of secondary importance and emphasis was placed on 

ranging to retroreflectors. 

16. Meyers, W. M., and Hunt, M. S. (1968) Prototype lunar optical cube corners, 
Paper No. 2.01 Am. Astron. Soc. (126th Meeting), 1 - 4 April, Univ. of 
Virginia, Charlottesville, Va., Abstract, Astron. J. J..:§.., 5, II, S107-108. 
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Retroreflector requirements recommended at AFCRL for the lunar laser ex

periment were that for at least two-thirds of each synodic month the ratio of mean 

radiant intensity (W / ster) to irradiance (W /m 2) of the retroreflector was at least 

50 X 106 m 2 /ster. This maximum value was expected to apply when the retro

reflector was in the dark, anywhere within 1 arcsec from the center of the retro

reflector's far field diffraction pattern, when irradiated by the ruby laser from an 

approximately normal direction. A late design change, however, recessed each 

cube corner into a circular socket by one-half its apert11re to control temperature 

gradient. This resulted in vignetting that contributed along with libration pattern 

and nominal retroreflector positioning to the obscuration of off-axis optical per-
6 2 

formance. From the Apollo 11 retroreflector, 20 X 10 m / ster could be ex-

pected 60 percent of the time and 12.5 m
2
/ster could be expected 90 percent of the 

time. 17 The retroreflector, therefore, turned out to be less efficient off-axis 

than expected for the AFCRL experiment. 

Range gating predictions for lunar laser observations of retroreflectors and 

offset guiding data were provided at AFCRL for the Arizona experiment. Range 

data were sent to AFCRL for analyses and confirmation of measurements. An 

AFCRL research contract with MIT supported the development of an accurate 

numerical ephemeris of the moon. The latest MIT ephemeris utilized an integra

tion of the moon's motion that covered the period 1750 to 197 O. An extensive data 

set was used that included a combination of approximately 95,000 optical, radar, 

and Surveyor/Doppler observations. The MIT ephemeris and an analytic physical 

ephemeris of the moon, developed at AFCRL, were used in providing predictions. 

In addition, predictions and offset guiding data were provided to SAO for its lunar 

I 
. 18 

aser experiment. 

- For precise ranging, transmitted laser signals from an earth observatory are 

directed at a lunar retroreflector, which samples a small portion of the trans

mitted energy and retro-directs it back through the transmitting telescope to a 

photomultiplier. Returned signals are then detected as pulses of photoelectrons 

(Figure 1). Because the earth-moon round trip propagation time of a ruby laser 

is about 2.5 sec, transmitting optics can also serve as receiving optics for ranging 

by using a switching mechanism to deflect the path of returned photons through the 

receiving optics to the photomultiplier. 

17. NASA (1969) Opportunities for Participation in Space Fli ht Investi ations, 
Memorandum Change, NHB 803 .1 , 1 March, Washington, D. C. 

18. Slade, M. A., and Eckhardt, D. H. (1971) Ephemerides Used in the Lunar 
Laser Range Experiment: A Status Report from MIT and AFCRL, pre
sented by o. W. Williams, XV General Assembly, IUGG, Moscow, USSR, 
30 July - 14 August. 
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Figure 1. Lunar Laser Ranging Technique 

The net divergence of a transmitted laser pulse at the moon depends on inher

ent laser divergence, aperture and quality of transmitting optics, and atmospheric 

conditions during the event. For greater numbers of expected returns, trans

mitted signal divergence is kept within atmospheric limitations to concentrate as 

much energy in as small a spot diameter on the moon as possible. A transmitted 

laser pulse may be visualized at the moon as a thin disk of ruby light a few meters 

thick and several kilometers in diameter. 

The signal gain, Gr , from a lunar retroreflector can be determined from 

Eq. (1). Although values for some of the parameters are subject to change. as ob

serving conditions change and instrumentation performance varies, average values 

can be used to estimate signal gain. The aberration of light angular displacement. 

typically 1 arcsec. is not included. 

G = TA- 1 (RCS/47T)S. 
r 

In this equation, A is the area of the transmitted full beam laser signal at the 

moon; it is equal to 7T (R <p / 2)2. where R is the lunar range and <p is full beam 

divergence of the transmitted laser signal. S is the solid angle subtended by the 

receiver at the moon and is equal to 7T (~)2 / R2, where a is telescope aperture. 

Substituting for A and S in Eq. (1). the signal gain is, 

16 



2 
T (RCS/4 TT a 

cp2 R4 . 
(2) 

T is the product of non-geometric signal attenuation. Included are transmit

ting optical train (kt ), receiving optical train including filters (kr ), two-way atmo

spheric transmission (ka
2), and photomultiplier quantum efficiency (kp ). Thus, 

RCS/41T represents lunar retroreflector optical performance or radiant inten

sity to irradiance. Radar cross-section, RCS, (a convenient term from radar 

engineering) is defined here as the projected area of a perfectly reflecting target 

sphere radiating in all directions, when the area of the s~here is substantially 

greater than ruby wavelength. For example, the Apollo 11 retroreflector under 

optimum on-axis conditions 17 has an optical efficiency, RCS/41T, of 50 km 2 / ster 

within O. 5 arc sec of the center of its far field diffraction pattern. Its corre

sponding RCS is, therefore, approximately 630 km 2 14 1T ster (sphere). The 

retroreflector is rarely viewed on-axis. A typical off-axis value for the 

Apollo 11 retroreflector can be selected for RCS 14 1T as '30 km 2 I ster. The 

Apollo 15 retroreflector with its increased number of cube corners is, of course, 

more efficient. 

The full beam divergence of a transmitted laser signal, cP, depends on inherent 

laser divergence, cP l' telescope quality, CPt' and seeing conditions during the event, 

( 
2 2 2)1 12 . CPs' where cP = CPI + CPt + CPs • A laser dIvergence of 1 mrad was reduced about 

a factor of 100 or to 2 arc sec, after passing through the 1. 5 m aperture telescope 

upon transmission. At mean lunar distance, 1 arcsec represents about 2 km. 

The divergence, cP, in arcseconds times 2 km represents spot diameter of the 

transmitted signal at mean distance. A ruby laser transmits 3.5 X 10
18 photonsl 

joule. Transmitted signal level was adjusted, where practical, to expect a detect

able return signal, when the retroreflector and observatory were both locally in 

darkness. 

The expected gain off the moon's natural surface is obviously much less than 

from a retroreflector and can be expressed as T (piTT) S, where p is the moon's 

normal albedo. Substituting for S, the gain is then, 

a 2 
Tp--2· 

4R 
(3) 
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Even with increased laser output over that used for the Apollo 11 retroreflector, 

the expected gain per shot off the moon's natural surface is very small, requiring 

many accumulated shots before a statistical analysis of the data is meaningful. 

3. RETROREFLECTOR TARGETS 

There were four retroreflectors located on the moon that permitted laser 

ranging from suitable earth-located stations during the Arizona operation of the 

AFCRL lunar laser system . . These lunar laser targets are denoted by number in 

Figure 2; numbers refer to carrier vehicles, respectively, Apollo 11, 14, and 15, 

and Luna 17. Although located on the moon after the AFCRL experiment had ter

minated in Arizona, it is noted that the fifth retroreflector was landed aboard 

"Lunokhod II" by the Russian unmanned Luna 21 probe during January 1973. 

The first retroreflector, weighing approximately 24 kg was placed on the 

moon by Apollo 11 astronauts on 21 July 1969 and remains operational. It con

sisted oLa 46 cm square aluminum panel holding 100 fused silica, solid, uncoated 

Figure 2. Lunar Retroreflector Locations 
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cube corners. Each cube corner of 3.8 cm aperture was recessed in a circular 

socket by one-half its aperture and was mounted with a teflon ring for thermal 

insulation. The recessed cube corners are viewed in Figure 3. Because of cube 

corner recessment, vignetting occurs that contributes to target efficiency losses 

when viewed off-axis. Design modifications in Apollo 14 and 15 retroreflectors 

were made that reduced vignetting losses. Alignment in azimuth with respect to 

the sun and leveling with the lunar horizontal were performed by astronauts for 

Apollo retroreflectors to leave the lunar laser targets pointing in the mean direc

tion of the earth. The Apollo 11 retroreflector was left near the LEM landing 

site in Mare Tranquillitatis at 0° 41'N, 23° 26'E. 

Figure 3. Apollo 11 Retroreflector (NASA Photograph) 

During November 1970, the unmanned Soviet spacecraft Luna 17 carried the 

second laser retroreflector to the moon, landing in Mare Imbrium, westerly from 

Helicon (38° 17'N, 35°0'W). The laser target was French built and was installed 

on Luna 17' s roving vehicle. "Lunakhod I". It was a rectangular array (approxi':' 

mately 45 cm X 20 cm X 8 cm) comprised of 14 solid cube corners. weighing less 

than 4 kg. This retroreflector is apparently no longer useful for lunar laser 
. 10 rangmg. 

The Apollo 14 retroreflector. located near Fra Mauro (3°40'S. 17°27'W) on 

5 February 1971. was essentially the same as the Apollo 11 laser target but with 
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improvements. The half-angle taper of the 100 recessed cube corners was in

creased from 1. 5° to 6.0° to improve target optical efficiency 15 to 20 percent 

over the Apollo 11 retroreflector, when viewed off-axis from earth stations. In 

addition, a simpler design and lighter supporting pallet reduced the Apollo 14 

retroreflector weight to approximately 20 kg. (See Faller19 for additional Apollo 

retroreflector discussion. ) 

A significant design change was accomplished for the Apollo 15 retroreflector 

over the Apollo 11 and 14 laser targets by increasing t4e number of cube corners 

to 300. This larger target provided a stronger returned laser signal and increased 

experiment efficiency. The Apollo 15 retroreflector was comprised of two 

hinged panels of cube corners weighing approximately 35 kg. It was folded when 

transported and opened to form a rectangular array (104 cm X 64 cm), when de

ployed. The closely packed 300 cube corners retained the 6 ° half-angle taper 

introduced on the Apollo 14 retroreflector. On 31 July 1971, the Apollo 15 retro

reflector was located near Hadley Rill in the Apennines (26°06'N, 3°39'E). 

The lunar retroreflectors are separated in latitude and longitude, thereby pro

viding a geometric sensitivity to lunar librations. They are completely passive 

devices with expected operational "lifetimes" of ten years or greater. Precise 

earth-based laser range measurements from several widely separated stations to 

lunar targets over a period of years will provide useful information for astronomi

cal and geophysical studies. 

4. OBSERVING SITES 

4.1 Catalina, Site II 

Instrumentation used to begin this experiment was located at a designated area 

of Catalina, Site II in the Catalina Mountains of southern Arizona. This area was 

developed by the University under contract with AFCRL. This site was reached 

by access road from the Catalina Highway, about 60km by road northeast from 

the University in Tucson. Figure 4 shows an aerial view of the Catalina sites. 

Site II is slightly beyond the open summit (Soldier's Peak) in the center background. 

Site I, with the large dome, is in the center foreground. The Catalina Highway 

and access roads are clearly visible. 

Figure 5 shows the sliding roof housing used at the beginning of the experi

ment. Wind screens along its sides can be raised and lowered from within the 

19. Faller, J. E. (1971) The Apollo Retroreflector Arra~s and a New Multi
Lensed Receiver Telescope, Paper a.8, Worklngroup 1, 14th Meeting, 
caSpAR, Seattle. 
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Figure 4. Catalina Sites (Aerial View) 

Figure 5. Catalina Housing and Telescope (View 1) 
\ 
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housing. The end section of the housing can be lowered to permit a better viewing 

of objects towards the southern horizon. Two small structures were added that 

are not visible in this photograph; one to the east side of the main housing accom

modated the laser primary temperature control unit, and one to the north end 

housed electronic equipment. 

An observer's trailer was provided nearby as part of the contractual develop

ment of this site (Figure 6). A view from the Air Force trailer (Figure 7) shows 

the relative site location (center background) of the AFCRL telescope housing. Its 

location at the side of a hill with surrounding trees restricted its horizon. This 

restricted horizon, however, did not pose a serious deterrent to the experiment 

during the planning stage. With the instrumentation expected from contractual 

development to begin this experiment, it was reasonable to plan an observing pro

gram with limited use of telescope time at selected periods of good" seeing", well 

above the restricted horizon. In addition, this site was the only site available 

to begin the experiment that could be prepared at reasonable cost through the 

University in time for the Apollo 11 retroreflector. 

In practice, however, telescope metal optics used did not meet expectations. 

Numerous problems occurred also with the guider and laser. The effect on the 

experiment was to increase setup, maintenance, and checkout time. More laser 

shots were needed to increase the possibility of return signals; this required 

more telescope time than planned. In general, local" seeing" was poorer than 

expected during periods when the moon was in a favorable observing position at 

this site. 

Potential observing time was increased at this site by extending the usable 

horizon. This was accomplished with University support. A section of the east 

side of the housing was eliminated and a number of trees were removed. In addi

tion, right ascension telescope stops were changed and laser equipment was rear

ranged to extend telescope movement. The eastern horizon was extended appreci

ably, whereas the western horizon, hampered by another telescope housing and 

local topography, remained more restrictive. This site was used until April 1971. 

The AFCRL experiment was later moved to the Mt. Lemmon site. It is noted that 

throughout the duration of this experiment, offices and working spa'ce at the Univer

sity were made available to AFCRL people at no additional cost to supporting 

contracts. 

4.2 Mt. Lemmon Site 

During December 1969, it was announced that the Mt. Lemmon Air Force 

Station, Arizona would be closed. A proposal was developed at the University of 

Arizona to use this site for scientific purposes with an emphasis on infrared 
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Figure 6. Observer's Trailer 

Figure 7. Catalina Housing from Trailer 
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astronomy. AFCRL and other potential users were invited to utilize parts of the 

Mt. Lemmon facility for their respective research programs. A Use-rs Group was 

formed during February 197 O. The University proposal for site utilization was 

accepted and, during October 1970, this facility was turned over to the University 

S S " h" t" "d" t" 13 by the U. . Forest erVIce, w 0 retams permanen JurIs IC IOn. 

The aerial view (Figure 8) of the 20 acre Mt. Lemmon Air Force Station 

shows the numerous physical structures of the facility, many of which were readily 

adaptable to support the development of a major observatory. The radar building 

shown with radome still inflated was the designated site of the relocated AFCRL 

lunar laser experiment. This location was near the summit of Mt. Lemmon and 

was a part of planned site utilization (Map A, Bldg 1). Laboratory space denoted 

for AFCRL in this plan (Bldg 3), however, was not used, as the radar building, 

when modified, amply housed all experiment instrumentation and support functions 

needed at the site. 

Figure 8. Mt. Lemmon Facility (Aerial View) 

During the period when the Mt. Lemmon move was formalized, the metal 

mirror telescope was still expected to be used. The plan to replace telescope 

metal optics with Cer- Vit optics was developed later. When this plan proved 

successful, the resulting glass mirror telescope was located at Mt. Lemmon. 

Metal optics were never used in the AFCRL telescope at Mt. Lemmon for this 

experiment. The new site offered an unrestricted horizon and ample space for 

experiment equipment, observer's quarters and storage as a self-contained unit. 

The unrestricted horizon allowed more potentiai observing time for the experi

ment. "Seeing" or image quality at Mt. Lemmon· was expected to be generally 
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better than experienced at Catalina. Site II. After the University accepted the 

Mt. Lemmon facility. users were informed that Catalina. Site II would be gradu

ally phased out. An eventual move of the AFCRL experiment from the initial site 

was, therefore. imminent. 

The AFCRL site at Mt. Lemmon was about 13 km by road from the old site. 

At the end of the Catalina Highway. a paved access road provided good entry to the 

site. Building modifications performed at the new site and the designated pro

rated share of observatory support for AFCRL were provided under contracts with 

the Univ.~rsity. Figure 9 shows the rearrangement and modification of the old 

radar building performed to accommodate the lunar laser equipment. Figure 10 

shows an outside view of the facility after modifications were completed and the 

re-engineered telescope with glass optics was installed. The first level of the 

circular 15 m diam radar building was partitioned for observer ' s quarters. Pro

vided were three bedrooms. kitchen and bathroom facilities. and storage areas. 

The second level was used for laser temperature control equipment. racks of 

electronic gear including computer. workbenches. and spare equipment storage. 

A stairway was added for better access to the observing level. The top of the old 

radar building was converted into the observing area to accommodate a 9 m diam 

Ashdome. The south pier for the telescope was adapted to the existing old radar 

piers. A sub-floor and 2.5 m wall were added along with two north piers for the 

telescope. The inside of the domed structure nearing completion is shown in 

Figure 11. 

4.3 Site Positions 

Geodetic surveys of both sites used were performed to provide positional data 

for the predicted earth-moon range. These data could also serve as a basis for 

comparing the observatory geocentric coordinates determined from lunar laser 

ranging with those determined from more conventional geodetic techniques. Lati

tude, longitude, and elevation were provided by the surveys performed on both 

sites used and sufficed for range predictions (Table 1). 

Table 1. Site Surveyed Positions 

Station Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Elevation (Meters) 

Laser, 1969 32 0 24' 52~' 150 110 0 43' 28~'004 2559.9 
(Survey Disk) 

Lunar Laser 32 0 24 ' 51~' 712 110 0 43 ' 27~' 990 2564.0 
(Telescope) 

AFCRL Obsy. 32 0 26 ' 33~'8637 110 0 47' 16~'8922 2802.7 
N. E. Pillar 
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Figure 9. AFCRL Lunar Laser Installation, Mt. Lemmon 

Figure 10. Lunar Laser Facility. Mt. Lemmon 
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Figure 11. Inside 9 m Dome, Mt. Lemmon 

During July 1969, a preliminary geodetic survey was performed by the USAF, 

1st Geodetic Survey Squadron to tie the AFCRL telescope located at Catalina, 

Site II to NAD 1927 in position and to SLD 1929 in elevation. A traverse was 

performed originating at first order station USGS Kellogg 1947. It closed at 

USGS Station Big,elow 1937 within 1.5 m. Stations Laser, 1969 and Lunar Laser 

(Table 1) were tied to Station Kellogg 1947 to an estimated probable accuracy of 

± 30 cm, although the final accuracy was not evaluated in this preliminary survey. 

A survey disk marked the location of Station Laser, 1969. It is noted that 

this disk is slightly buried in the ground between the slide rails at the north end 

of the sliding roof building used to begin this experiment (Figure 12). When instru

mentation was moved to Mt. Lemmon, this building was expected to be removed 

subsequently, and this marker may eventually be lost. Station Lunar Laser was 

offset from Station Laser, 1969 and was the intersection of the rotational axes of 

the AFCRL telescope located inside the sliding roof housing. The telescope has 

since been removed and this station is non-existent. Elevations (Table 1) of these 

stations were determined from a combination of spirit leveling and vertical angle 

measurements. With respect to SLD 1929, it was derived that these stations were 
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Figure 12. Catalina. Housing and Telescope (View 2) 

accurate to between ± 1 to 2 m (1 sigma). A more accurate final survey connecting 

these stations to the valley floor would be necessary to decrease this uncertainty. 

The USC & GS transcontinental geodimeter traverse was conducted through 

southern Arizona while the AFCRL experiment was in operation. Because the best 

available datum reference (1 ppm) and best geocentric coordinates will result when 

this network is completed and adjusted, it was prudent to tie in the AFCRL 

Mt. Lemmon site to this traverse. The SAO Mt. Hopkins Ob~ervatory south of 

Tucson and the McDonald Observatory, Ft. Davis, Texas were also tied to this 

traverse. Mt. Lemmon and Mt. Hopkins Observatories, therefore, would be tied 

together through a common traverse to about ± 10 cm. With the relative positions 

of both observatories precisely established, and McDonald and Mt. Lemmon both 

being lunar laser ranging stations, their system biases could be evaluated through 

"simultaneous" lunar laser observations. Individual station to datum ties and 

interstation ties would be improved, which would increase the usefulness of geo

detic applications from this experiment such as datum orientation-tilt and scale. 
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CATALINA 2, 1946 

Map B. Mt. Lemmon Station Sketch (Radar Dome Not to Scale) 

Station Catalina 2, 1946 was located at the summit of Mt. Lemmon (Map B). 

When the USAF located a 15 m diam radar dome atop this station, the Catalina 2 

Reset station was provided in 1955. The USAF also provided station Catalina 

Shiran 1967 (Map B); the relative positions of these stations are shown. During 

1971, Station AFCRL Observatory N. E. Pillar was added to the transcontinental 

1 ppm traverse (Table 1). The "N. E. Pillar" described was one of two piers that 

formed the north mount of the AFCRL lunar laser telescope (Figure 9). Both piers 

are located within the recent 9 m diam dome structure placed atop the northern

most building of the now deactivated Mt. Lemmon Air Force Station. It is noted 

that the "N. E. Pillar" was lowered 78.7 cm when the AFCRL telescope was in

stalled. Although this telescope was removed, the pillar remained intact and 

should be recoverable, as it is a part of the permanent structure. Table 1 pro

vides its unadjusted geographic position to NAD 1927. 
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5. TELESCOPE OPTICS 

5.1 Metal Optics 

Based on the development and use of a 1.5 m aperture metal mirror telescope 

for stellar photometry and infrared astronomy at the University of Arizona and the 

proposed development of a similar telescope, that would meet more exacting lunar 

laser ranging requirements, the metal mirror approach was initially adopted for 
. 20 21 22 23 the AFCRL lunar laser experIment. ' , , The proposed cost of the metal op-

tics, moderate aperture telescope was substantially less than the expected cost of a 

conventional telescope with glass optics of similar aperture. The image deteriora

tion problem that developed with the telescope metal optics used in this experiment 

was unforeseeable when this approach began. 13 Corrective measures were taken 

to improve the performance of metal optics, but without expected results. Re

placement glass optics were eventually used that substantially improved telescope 

optical performance for this eyperiment. This was successfully accomplished 

with the continued support of this experiment at the University. 13, 15 

While at the Catalina site, several 1. 5 m aperture, aluminum coated, metal 

primary mirrors were installed at different times in the AFCRL telescope. The 

design and specifications referenced do not necessarily apply specifically to all 

metal primary mirrors used, as each had slight differences. The primary specu

lum was chill casted from the aluminum alloy Tenzaloy (91. 5% AI; 7. 5% Zn; 

O. 6% Cu; 0.4% Mg) selected for dimensional stability and light weight. It was 

machined to a near spherical surface and the Cassegrain hole was bored. The 

primary mirror was stress relieved by annealing and was temperature cycled over 

a one-month period. It was nickel-alloy coated using the Kanigen process and 

then fine ground and polished to a F / 2 spherical surface. Prior to installation the 
. 1 . ° t d 1 ° to 22 F ° 5 prImary meta mIrror was gIven an evapora e a umInum coa Ing. Igure 

shows the metal primary mirror installed. 

The metal primary mirrors used followed the general design shown in Fig-

ure 13 with the approximate mechanical specifications cited next. After a centered 

20-cm diam Cassegrain hole was bored, it was extended to 34 cm at the mirror 

surface, then tapered to a 23-cm diam and threaded to accept a light baffle tube. 

The Cassegrain hole at the mirror back was finished at a 21-cm diam. 

20. Johnson, H. L. (1967) Letter, Sky & Telescope ll(No. 6):371. 

21. Johnson, H. L. (1968) The design of low-cost photometric telescopes, Vistas 
in Astron. 10. 

\NII\ 

22. Forbes, F. F. (1968) Large aperture aluminum alloy telescope mirrors, 
Applied Optics l(No. 7):1407. 

23. Forbes, F. F., and Johnson, H. L. (1971) Stability of Tenzaloy aluminum 
mirrors, Applied Optics 12.(No. 6)1412-1414. 
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A 7 - cm annular seat was provided immediately adjacent to the mirror back center 

hole, then the mirror tapered to an edge thickness of 1 cm. The metal primary 

mirror was bolted at the annular seat to the telescope support. Mirror height be

tween its outside top edge and its annular seat was 24 cm. Primary metal mirror 

weight was approximately 340 kg. 

- OLATE '. 
CLA'~O \-.- CUI"? B(}L T 

';r)':~N,\L FOCAL PLANo 

Figure 13. Metal Mirror Design 

Secondary mirrors were of approximately 24-cm aperture with a 4-cm center 

hole used to mount the mirror, mechanically. to the telescope (Figure 14). Center 

thickness was about 2 cm with a slight taper to an edge thickness of about 1 cm. 

Secondary mirror weight was about 2 kg. Secondary mirrors fabricated from dif

ferent materials (Pyrex. Tenzaloy. Cer-Vit) were combined separately with a 

metal primary mirror at different times to form the telescope optical system. 

Secondary mirrors were aluminum coated except the Cer-Vit secondary. which 

was gold coated. 

By making the metal primary mirror spherical and applying all of the asphe

ric optical correction to the secondary mirror. an on-axis, narrow field was pro

duced. · It was less difficult. optically. to develop a spherical primary rather than 

using an elliptical. parabolic. or hyperbolic figure with a corrected off-axis field. 

The resulting optical system. however. was sensitive to misalignment. The trans

mitted laser pulse had to be precisely aligned to the telescope optical axis. An 

off-axis misalignment of but one arcmin produced an undesirable 9 to 10 arcsec 

diam image. as the off-axis field was uncorrected. 
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Figure 14. Installed Secondary: Mirror 

The f /2 spherical primary metal mirror and the optically corrected second

ary mirror formed an inverted Dall-Kirkham Cassegrain optical system in the 

telescope having an approximate f /15 focal ratio. The special purpose equatorial, 

English-yoke mounted telescope is shown in Figure 5 installed at the Catalina site. 

A light baffle tube is attached at the center of the metal primary mirror. The 

seGondary mirror is attached to the spider a.ssembly at the end of the telescope. 

Spacing between the primary and secondary mirrors was approximately 2.5 m. 

When the initial telescope metal optics contract (C-5941) resulted in prototype 

optics, 11 additional work was performed under subsequent contracts (C- 240 and 

C-0227) with the University to improve optical performance. 12, 13 Additionalopti

cal work performed under part of contract C- 0240 resulted in metal optics that 

were installed in the AFCRL telescope at the Catalina site on 14 July 1969. The 

metal primary mirror was damaged while being aluminized and required further 

optical improvement. The damaged metal mirror was reported in the contract 
. 12 13 fInal reports. ' 
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As a corrective measure. the metal secondary was replaced with a Pyrex 

mirror that was optically worked almost daily and tested nightly in the telescope. 

weather permitting. This approach continued until about 18 August 1969. Stellar 

image concentration was reduced to approximately 90 percent of the energy in an 

on-axis. 4 arcsec diam blur image; this was considered to be the approximate 

limit obtainable using the damaged metal primary. Subsequently. image quality 

d et e rio rat ed. 

Part of Contract C- 0227 with the University provided for re - working the 

damaged metal pr imary mirror and included optical testing. 13 Hartmann photo

graphic plates. using the AF telescope with damaged metal primary. were ac

quired on the night of 7 September 1969. Hartmann test results demonstrated 

image deterioration through focal shift between zones with some astigmatism. 

The energy concentration was determined as 75 percent within a 10 arcsec blur 

image . Image deterioration was also indicated by earlier AFCRL in-house . 

photomultiplier stellar tests using the same telescope optics . From about 

18 August to 7 September 1969 these telescope optics apparently suffered serious 

image deterioration. Using these optics . the first AFCRL laser return signals 

from the Apollo 11 retroreflector were detected on 2 to 3 September 1969. 

Telescope optics were removed by the University for reworking the damaged 

metal primary mirror. Substitute metal optics were installed temporarily in the 

AFCRL tel escope on 16 November 1970, noted as the NASA metal mirror. 13 In 

the optical shop an energy concentration of 90 percent in a 2 to 3 arcsec diam 

blur image was demonstrated. After installation, however, the image deterio

rated to 80 percent of the energy within a 6 arcsec blur image with some image 

spiking. These substitute optics were removed on 8 January 1971 and were 

worked in the optical shop until 29 January 1971. when they were reinstalled in 

the AFCRL telescope. Some image improvement was obtained in the optical shop 

during this period. The image again worsened, however, after reinstallation. 

These substitute optics were used until April 1971, when lunar laser observations 

were concluded at the Catalina site. 

Metal mirror development for this experiment was supported from 1966 to 

1971. Telescope metal optics were replaced with glass optics during the final 

year of this experiment in Arizona. The initial goal of developing an on-site tele

scope with metal optics, having a 0.5 arc sec on-axis image, was not reached. It 

is noteworthy that sizable energy concentrations within 2 to 3 arc sec diam images 

were produced in the optical shop using metal primary mirrors. All metal mir

rors used in the AFC~L lunar laser experiment, however, experi~nced image 

deterioration after installation and were marginal to unsatisfactory for this ex

periment. Image deterioration of these metal optics can possibly be attributed to 
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mounting techniques as suggested by Forbes and Johnson or to other causes. 

Although metal mirror performance was less than expected for this experiment, 

it do~s not preclude their use for scientific investigations having less stringent 

optical requirements. 

5.2 Cer-Vit Optics 
. . 13,15>:< 

Early in 1971 a Cer-Vit blank was given to AFCRL by the Umverslty, 

that could with optical work serve to replace the metal primary mirror in the 

AFCRL telescope. After meetings and discussions with University representa

tives during February and March 1971, a plan was agreed upon for replacement 

Cer- Vit optics for the telescope. The plan included, in addition, instrumentation 

changes and relocations regarding the laser and tracker. 

Cer-Vit replacement optics for the AFCRL telescope were completed at the 

University under contract (C-0047) with AFCRL. 15 Work began at the University 

during March 1971 on these replacement optics with installation of the completed 

Cer-Vit optics on 22 December 1971 at the designated site for this experiment at 

Mt. Lemmon. Optical tests performed under Contract C- 0047 at the University 

and subsequent AFCRL in-house photographic tests at the Mt. Lemmon site
24 

dem

onstrated that image quality satisfied lunar laser ranging requirements. The re

engineered telescope with Cer- Vit replacement optics was used at the Mt. Lemmon 

site until 16 June 1972, when observations were concluded, preparatory to teY'

minating the experiment in Arizona by 30 June. During this approximate six

month period, telescope image quality remained good and did not deteriorate in 

any degree as to affect experiment observations adversely. 

Because the existing AFCRL telescope was retained and used, Cer-Vit re

placement optics were designed to interface this 1.5 m aperture telescope. The 

primary mirror design was constrained, therefore, to a center-mounted, back

relieved mirror of lighter weight than a conventional telescope primary mirror. 

The cylindrical Cer- Vit blank that was used to fabricate the replacement primary 

mirror was of 183-cm diam and 16.5 cm thick. The relative thinness of this 

blank as compared to conventional telescope mirrors, where a diameter-to

thickness ratio of 6 is usually preferred, imposed further design limitations. 

The design of the Cer-Vit primary mirror is shown in Figure 15. 25 Starting 

with a 2.5-cm edge thickness, the 1.5-m aperture primary mirror tapers toward 

;'<Ref. 13 (p.5); Ref. 15 (p. 1). 

24. Carter, W. E. (1972b) Operational tests of the AFCRL 152-cm telescope, 
Applied Optics ll(No. 7): 1651. 

25. Carter, W. E. (1972a) Lightweight center-mounted 152-cm F /2.5 Cer-Vit 
mirror, Applied Optics ll(No. 2):467. 
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its center and reaches its limiting depth of 16 cm at a radius of 39 cm. At this 

radius a stainless steel mounting plate was fitted to the Cer- Vit mirror back and 

continues the taper to an additional depth of 5 cm at a radius of 19 cm. A stain

less steel support tube was fitted into the mounting plate and the Cer-Vit mirror 

was bonded to the support tube (Dow-Corning type 93-046, RTV silicone rubber, 

catalyst cured). This assembly was mounted to the telescope back plate by 8 bolts 

fitted to tapped holes in the stainless steel mounting plate. The weight of this 

assembly totaled 420 kg (mirror 340 kg; mounting plate 80 kg). For comparison, 

the weight of the installed NASA substitute optics was about 380 kg. where the 

metal mirror weighed about 340 kg and a metal spacer plate that was used 

weighed about 40 kg. 

The Cer- Vit primary mirror was designed to maintain uniform loading on its 

figured surface when the optical axis . was pointed toward the zenith. The Cer- Vit 

mirror was supported at its back surface by a 23-cm annular ring adjacent to the 

stainless steel support tube. The Cer- Vit mirror and stainless steel mounting 

plate were seated along the plate's circumference. Both materials were optically 

ground along this lo3-cm wide seat. The support tube held the mirror and mount

ing plate concentrically when the mirror was oriented vertically with the optical 

axis pointed horizontally. The 0.5-mm thick RTV silicone rubber between the 

support tube and the mirror produced, essentially. a homogeneous, void-free bond. 

The bond had sufficient tensile and compressive strength. and distributed stresses 

uniformly. so that no apparent distortion of the figured mirror surface resulted. 
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The Cer-Vit blank was sized and shaped at the University beginning 8 March 

1971. Because the 1. 8 m diam blank was too large for the 1.5-m telescope, a 

15-cm wide outer ring was cut (Figure 16) and later removed (Figure 17). 

Figure 16. O~ter Ring Cut 

The Cassegrain center hole was cut. Templates were fabricated and used in gen

erating the curved mirror back. Figure 18 shows the rough cut mirror back and 

Figure 19 shows the smoothed, back-relieved mirror and finished Cassegrain 

hole. Several cracks at the edge of the blank and an area of air inclusion near its 

center were removed with the outer ring and center core. Figure 20 shows the 

79- cm diam stainless steel mounting plate during a stage of rough machining its 

back surface. After final machining (Figure 21), the plate tapered from a 0.6-cm 

edge thickness to 5-cm thick at a radius of 19 cm. The stainless steel support 

tube is shown after it was shrink-fitted into the mounting plate. Tube dimensions 

were 30 cm inside diam with a D.5-cm wall thickness and about 12-cm in length. 

After rough grinding the optical the surface, the assembled Cer- Vit primary 

mirror was positioned on the Draper-style optical machine for find grinding and 

polishing (Figure 22). The plastic splash cover is folded back showing the mir

ror's thin edge and center-supported stainless steel mounting plate. Figure 23 
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Figure 17. Outer Ring Removed 

Figure 18. Rough Cut Mirror 
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Figure 19. Back-Relieved Mirror 

shows 3 /lm final grit being used in preparation for polishing the mirror. The 

mirror in tilted position (Figure 24) shows the center stainless steel support tube. 

The outline of the mounting back plate can be seen through the glass mirror . . The 

required f /2.5 optical figure for the Cer- Vit primary mirror was accomplished 

in approximately 380 machine hours. 

The 41-cm aperture Cer-Vit secondary mirror, shown face down in Figure 

25, was back-relieved (Figure 26) to taper from about a 6.5-cm center thickness 

to about 1 cm at its edge. It was center mounted in the AFCRL telescope and 

weighed approximately 14 kg. Figure 27 shows the center mounting hole during 

the cutting process. This hyperboloidal secondary mirror was optically matched 

with the f /2.5 hyperboloidal primary mirror to form an f /8 telescope optical sys

tem with a 1/2 degree useful field of view (Table 2). Before installing this opti

cal system in the AFCRL telescope at the Mt. Lemmon site, both mirrors were 

metal coated and overcoated with silicon dioxide for durability. The secondary 

mirror was gold coated and the primary mirror was aluminum coated. Mirror 

coatings turned out well, and closely matched expected reflectances at ruby wave

length for gold and aluminum. 
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Figure 20. Mounting Plate Rough Cut 

Optical tests were developed and performed . during mirror fabrication at the 

University. Results were better than the system performance specifications in 

Table 2. 15 Foucault knife edge, axial wire, anq null optics tests were performed 

in the optical shop. A typical primary mirror optical test setup is shown in Fig

ure 28. Figure 29 is a null lens test photograph acquired near completion of the 

primary mirror. The relatively smooth finish and residual symmetrical zones 

are evident. Upon completion of the telescope optics in the optical shop, a 1 arc 

sec diam. blur image was obtained that contained most of the energy. 

In trying to figure the primary mirror out to its thin edge, a 2.5-cm wide 

zone was slightly rolled. This zone was masked off prior to installation of the 

mirror in the telescope. The use of Cer- Vit mater ial for the telescope optics, 

rather than a higher expansion material such as Pyrex glass, reduced the time 
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Table 2. Cer-Vit Optical System Specifications 

Primary: 

Secondary: 

Mirror Separation: 

Focus: 

Field of View: 

Overall System: 

System Performance 
on Axis: 

152-cm diam (60in.), f/2.5, Cer-Vit 

41-cm diam (16 in.), final speed fIB, 
Cer-Vit 

2B5.7 cm (112.5 in.) 

304. B cm (120 in. ) from secondary 

greater than ± O. 25 0 

f / B, Ritchey- Chr~tien-type design, 
15 arc min semifield angle 

BO% of total energy from a point source 
to fall within a 2 arc sec diam circle 
with a 3 arc min semifield · angle; 

BO% of total energy from a point source 
to fall with a 4 to 5 arc sec diam circle 
for semifield angles from 3 arc min to 
15 arc min 

Figure 21. Mounting Plate Finished 
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Figure 22. Mirror Mounted for Figuring 

Figure 23. Mirror Optical Figuring 
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Figure 24. Mirror in Tilted Position 

Figure 25. Cer-Vit Secondary Mirror 
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Figure 26. Secondary Mirror Final Stage 

Figure 27. Secondary Mirror Mounting Hole 
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Figure 28. Optical Test Setup 

Figure 29. Null Lens Test 
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for thermal equilibrium to be reached 

after polishing and cleaning stages prior 

to optical testing. Therefore, the testing 

schedule was accomplished more rapidly 

than if, for example, Pyrex glass were 

used. The Cer-Vit material also had a 

greater bearing strength with higher sur

face tension than Pyrex glass and was 

the preferred optical material for re

placement optics. 

In addition, photographic tests were 

performed in-house to evaluate the tele

scope optical system after installation. 24 

Photographs of the moon (Figures 30 and 

31) were acquired on 7 January 1972 with 

full aperture on Plus X film and show 

1 arc sec lunar features. There was no 

significant distortion of image quality 

after installation of the optical system 

irrespective of telescope pointing angle. 

Temperature changes of 20° to 30° C 

were experienced during fabrication and 

testing of these telescope optics with no 

apparent change in image quality. The 

short-term stability of the optical design 

has been demonstrated successfully. 

Figure 30. Lunar Photograph I, 
Cer- Vit Optics 

Adjustable mounting screws were provided and installed between the telescope 

backplate and the stainless steel mounting plate of the primary mirror. (Figure 

32). The screws provided a means for making sligh~ mechanical adjustments that 

would improve the optical figure, if needed, after the primary mirror was in

stalled. 15 They were used successfully in earlier photographic tests to correct 

double imaging caused, apparently, from a resonant vibration in the mirror mount 

transmitted from the telescope drive stepping motor. 
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Figure 31. Lunar Photograph II, 
Cer- Vit Optics 

Figure 32. Primary 
Mirror Mounted 
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6. SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

6.1 Arrangement 

Within the AFCRL housing at the Catalina site, instrumentation was arranged 

as shown in Figures 33 and 34. Ruby laser pulses were transmitted and received 

through the metal mirror 1. 5 m aperture telescope, shown in stowed position. 

The laser, shown with protective covers removed in Figure 35, plus receiving 

filter, aperture and photomultiplier were located at the Cassegrain position of the 

telescope. Along the east wall (Figure 34) were the laser power supply and four 

pulse forming networks (PFN's), one for each laser cavity. The offset guider was 

affixed to the bottom of the telescope I s declination cube. Sections of the wall were 

removed to increase the horizon to the east. The laser primary temperature con

trol unit was located in a small building adjacent to the east wall. 

Along the west wall were laser control consoles and test equipment (Figure 33). 

Figure 36 provides a closer view of logic and control consoles. The left console 

contained. from the top. a time code generator. laser trigger control, tape reader 

and ephemeris tape. and digital recorder and printer. The right console contained. 

from the top. a 10 ns counter. laser fire control and logic units. a paper tape 

punch. plus cesium beam frequency standard and DC power supply. Although 

these consoles and associated electronic gear were located in the sliding roof 

housing when the experiment commenced at this site, they were later moved to a 

Figure 33. Catalina Equipment: West Wall 
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Figure 34. Catalina Equipment: East Wall 

Figure 35. Catalina Laser 

small enclosed housing affixed to the north end of the sliding roof housing. This 

provided a more controlled environment for the electronics and allowed more 

working space for their modification and maintenance. 
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Figure 36. Logic and Control Consoles 

Under the telescope at the south pier was the secondary temperature control 

unit (Figure 33), which was connected by copper pipes to the primary unit. Dis

tilled, deionized water was pumped from this unit through plastic (Tygon) hoses 

and circulated through the laser cavities to control temperature. Later a de

mineralizer, a deoxygenation unit, and 5 fl particle filter were included in the 

secondary temperature loop. Logic, control and readout equipment was located 

behind the telescope! s south pier. Lunar laser instrumentation was installed at 

this site d-qring May 1969 and used until April 1971. when observations were 

concluded at this site. Experiment development at this initial site was reported 

f tl 
26,27,28,29,30 

requen y. 

When the system was re-engineered and located at the Mt. Lemmon site, be

ginning in December 1971. experiment instrumentation was rearranged on the 

Cer- Vit mirror telescope, as shown in Figure 37. The Mt. Lemmon site was 

26. Hunt, M. S., and Forbes, F. F. (1969) AFCRL lunar laser ground station 
status, Paper No. 6.05, Amer. Astron. Soc. (129th Meeting) 30 March -
2 April, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Abstract, Bull. Am. Astron. Soc. I 
(No. 3):244. w. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Robinson, W. G. (1969) Q-Switched Ruby Laser for Lunar Ran)tng Experiments, 
presented at National Meeting of Laser Industry Assoc., L. ., California. 

Carter, W. E. (1969a) AFCRL lunar laser ranging system, presented 5 Dec., 
Am. Soc. Photogrammetry, Arizona Chapter, Tucson. 

Carter, W. E. (1969b) AFCRL lunar laser ranging system, presented 10 Dec., 
Am. Soc. Civil Eng., Student Chapter, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson. 

Hunt, M. S., and Thompson, L. B., Maj. (1970) Lunar laser ranging, Mili
tary Engineer E(No. 406):95-98, March-April. 
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used until June 1972, when this exper i 

ment terminated. Figure 38 shows the 

re-engineered telescope with instrumen

tation installed prior to experiment ter

mination. The m ainfield guider and 

associated image dissector were located 

at the telescope's C a ssegrain position. 

The two finder teles copes were attached 

at the bottom of the m a in telescope's dec

lination cube. The ruby laser. receive 

optical components. filters. and the 

photomultiplie r were located in an opti

cal bench a rrangement atop the teles cope's 

declination cube. Laser cooling hoses 

were run a long the telescope yoke; they 

connected to the secondary cooling unit 

also located at the observing level, within 

the 9 m diam. dome . 

Laser PFN's were located along the 

dome wall at the observing level (Fig-

F igure 38 . Re-engineered 
Telescope 

ure 39) ; the laser powe r supply and a control console were located forward of the 

PFN's (Figure 40). The building level just below the observing level housed ex-

periment equipment as arranged in Figures 41 and 42. Ample space was avail

able for work benches and storage . In addition. primary temperature control 

units for the laser oscillator and four amplifier cavities were located at this level 

with connections made to appropriate instrumentation at the upper level. For ad

ditional discussion regarding the development and location of this experiment at 

Mt. Lemmon. Arizona. see Reference 31 below. 

31. Hunt. M. S. (1972) The AFCRL lunar laser ranging experiment in Arizona. 
Sky & Telescope ~(No. 2):86-90. 
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Figure 39. Laser Pulse Forming Networks 

Figure 40. Laser Power Supply 
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Figure 41. Mt. Lemmon Equipment 

Figure 42. Mt. Lemmon Consoles 
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6.2 Guider 

6. 2. 1 OFFSET GUIDER 

Because a lunar retroreflector or the sub-earth point (SEP) was observed on 

the dark side of the moon's terminator, an offset guider was developed
32 

to per

mit pointing the laser telescope at a dark lunar target by off-setting from a se

lected visible lunar feature. Key components of the offset guider used to begin 

this experiment at the Catalina site were a Schmidt-Cassegrain receiving tele

scope (25-cm aperture Celestron with a 40-arc min field), an image dissector 

tube with associated logic-and-control unit and a precise x, y offset stage. The 

offset guider was affixed to the bottom of the main telescope declination cube, as 

shown in Figure 43. 

Figure 43. Offset Guider Mounted 

32. Kuiper, G. P. (1969) Selenodetic Measuring Program, Final Contract Report 
(C-0299). The Univ. of Arizona, AFCRL-70-o413. 
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The image dissector tube (2.5 cm diam.) was used in tracking lunar features. 

The desired portion of the photocathode was viewed by varying deflection coil 

current. In applying a conventional x-y orthogonal scan, an error signal was 

generated and processed by the logic and control system that stepped the tele

scope drive motors by the required amount to make coincident the scan pattern 

center and the tracking feature light centroid. When the correct square-wave, 

tracking signal appeared on the oscilloscope display, the guider was placed in 

track. By noting readings on digital voltmeter displays, the tracking feature po

sition could be recovered. When tracking, a biasing of the deflection voltage al

lowed the repositioning of a selected target on the tube face, thus permitting the 

required offset to point the laser telescope at the lunar retroreflector. 

In practice, the image dissector tube usually tracked on a mountain peak, the 

side of a crater or other high contrast features whose positions were not known 

precisely. Furthermore, the light centroid of the tracking feature was subject to 

configuration change due to changing sun angle. Also, the image diss~ctor tube 

was not perfectly linear over its face. For precise offsetting, therefore, a mech

anical x, y stage with variable speed clock drives and an offset eyepiece and 

reticle (Figure 44) was provided by the Hughes Aircraft Co. Offset and rates 

were precalculated in-house. These included rate of change due to diurnal motion 

of the observatory and the moon's libration changes. Depending on lunar phase 

Figure 44. Mechanical Stage 
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and target location, the offset sometimes covered a large fraction of the moon's 

diameter. Offsets and rates were manually set in the offset guider (offset gages 

to 0.6 arc sec; rate drives to 0.1 arc sec), and updated as required to minimize 

guiding error. Figure 45 shows the offset guider with x, y stage, observers' eye

pieces, gages. etc. installed in operating position on the 1.5 m metal mirror 

telescope. 

With this arrangement, the laser-telescope mainfield was pointed at a selected 

dark lunar target as follows. The guider telescope and the mainfield telescope 

were pointed at the same visible lunar tracking feature. An electronic tracking 

signal was acquired and the guider was switched into tracking mode. The ob

server was then able to control the main telescope right ascension CR. A. ) and 

declination (Dec. ) drive motors by moving two potentiometers also located on the 

guider hand control. Using this hand control, the main telescope and affixed 

guider telescope were pointed to a selected guide feature. Deflection voltages 

were noted on the R. A. and Dec. digital voltmeters. Boresight readings on 

guider x, y stage gages were confirmed. Computed offsets were added to bore

sight readings and entered manually on x, y stage gages. Using the guider hand 

control again, the guider was pointed at the visible guide features and confirmed 

by the observer using the offset guider eyepiece. The main telescope was then 

pointed at the dark lunar target. Computed offset rate of change/hour was manu

ally set into the clock-drive digital displays and the observer visually monitored 

the guide feature as required. 

Figure 45. Mounted Stage 
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A difficulty of this technique was maintaining precise mechanical alignment 

between the guide telescope and the main telescope. Alignment changes related to 

telescope position were expected and noted. Attempts to predict and program out 

such changes, however, were not productive. Figure 33 shows the Cassegrain

mounted laser on the main telescope with the offset guider mounted at the lower 

left corner of the declination cube. The center of mass of the 100-kg laser was 

about 30 cm east of the main telescope's optical axis and in the same off-axis 

direction as the 50-kg offset guider. This arrangement may have contributed in 

part to the alignment problem, but physical limitations prevented using the guider / 

at other locations on the telescope. Modifications were made, however, to the 

offset guider. Its electronics and field selection were improved. Boresight drift 

was reduced by stiffening the guider mount, improving counterbalancing, and 

stabilizing guider optics. Alignment problems were therefore reduced. The 

modified offset guider was illustrated in the contract final report. 3 2 

Use of the modified offset guider at the Catalina site indicated that mainfield 

. pointing had an initial standard error of approximately ± 1 arc sec. When guiding, 

short-period fluctuations with periods of a few seconds (time) were ±0.5 to 

1 arc sec. Changing weather conditions, particularly as affecting "seeing" and 

also gusty wind, added significantly to short-term fluctuations. Remaining bore

sight drift contributed to longer period fluctuations, typically, 1 to 2 arc sec/hr. 

This drift was counteracted somewhat by updating guider settings periodically dur

ing observations, as required. Offset and guide precisions were comparable to 

average" seeing" at the site. When the moon was less than 1 0 percent lighted, 

difficulty was experienced in tracking with the image dissector tube. 

6. 2. 2 MAINFIELD GUIDER 

If the focal plane of the main telescope was used for guiding, boresight drift 

and mainfield pointing error experienced with the offset guider could be essentially 

eliminated, and greater confidence in offset accuracy would be established. The 

metal optics telescope used to begin this experiment had a restricted sharp-focus 

field (-14 arc sec tangential coma at full field) and was unsuited to full field guid 

ing on the moon, which required a usable field of about 0.5 0
• 

Replacement Cer-Vit optics for the telescope, however, had an optical design 

that resulted in a usable 30 arc min field (1 arc sec residual astigmatism at full 

field). This provided a full field guiding capability with adequate resolution for 

both observer and image dissector tube. At the Mt. Lemmon site, the mainfield 

guider was located, therefore. at the telescope's Cassegrain position (Figure 46). 

A single hand control box with cable controls the guider and telescope operation. 

The image dissector assembly and the electronic rack in the background housed 
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the oscilloscope, digital voltmeters, telescope and guider logic, power supplies, 

etc. Figure 47 shows the mainfield guider design. 

SCALING 
OPTICS 

Figure 46. Mainfield Guider 

I-E-------- 2 0 " 01 A 

MA IN FIELD TRACKER 

Figure 47. Mainfield Guider Design 
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Some components of the offset guider were re-usable, such as the x, y offset 

stage, image dissector tube, and logic and control unit. As a result, many of the 

design parameters for the mainfield guider were preset. Major design changes 

centered around the optical components required to interface the guider with the 

mainfield of the 1. 5 m Cer-Vit optics telescope. For a detailed discussion of 

mainfield guider optics, see the contract final report. 15 

Because the laser transmitted on-axis through the 30 arc min mainfield of 

the telescope, lunar guide features must be kept within 15 arc min of the selected 

lunar target . The basic use of the x, y stage for offset guiding, previously dis

cussed, remained essentially unchanged. The plate scale of the 1. 5 m, f /8 tele

scope (0. 1 mm ~ 1. 7 arc sec) was reduced to provide a usable field of approxi

mately 1 lunar diam for both the x, y offset stage and the image dissector tube. 

After reduction, the mainfield guider plate scale was approximately 70 arc sec/mm 

(0.5° /in.). The microscope attachment at the Cassegrain focus was used with a 

reticle, having scribed cross hair and separation marks, to view magnified 

images. Although the numerous transmitting / reflecting optics and air-glass sur

faces used in the guider were potential sources for unwanted optical effects, their 

combined effect was not serious, as energy spread was less than 2 arc sec on-axis. 

6.3 Laser 

6.3. 1 CATALINA LASER 

Figure 48 diagrams the ruby laser used to begin the AFCRL experiment at 

the Catalina site. In Figure 49, the white laser cavity near the top of the laser 

housing is the oscillator. The three white cavities near the bottom are amplifiers. 

A gas laser, when the beamsplitter pellicle assembly was moved into position, was 

used to align the laser before firing. Figure 50 is an enlarged view of the oscillator 

optical cavity. A spinning prism, speed doubling type of Q-switch was provided 

that could produce a 10 to 12 ns pulse. A magnetic pickup device determined the 

position of the rotating prism 1 ms prior to oscillator cavity optical resonance, 

at which time the laser was fired. One ms later, the high gain condition was 

reached as the prism rotated into high Q- switch position and laser action occurred. 

Laser energy passed out of the oscillator through the Q-switch prism to a 99 per

cent dielectric reflector, then back through the prism and oscillator, through a 

3-mm aperture plate, and through a 20 percent resonant sapphire flat to the col

limator. The small aperture reduced off-axis laser modes of oscillation and pro

duced a narrow full-beam divergence (1. 5 mrad) which was reduced further to 

about O. 3 mrad out of the collimator. 5 

In Figure 49 the laser path can be followed from the collimator through a 90° 

turning prism, through the first amplifier to a 120° turning prism, through the 
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Figure 48. Catalina Laser Diagram 

A. Spinning Prism Q-Switch 
B. Oscillator 
C. Aperture 
D. Sapphire Reflector 
E. Alignment Pellicle 
F. Alignment Mirror 
G. He-Ne Alignment Laser 
H. Beam Expander-Collimator 
1. Turning Mirror 
J. 1st Amplifier 
K. Turning Mirror 
L. 2nd Amplifier 
M. 3rd Amplifier 
N. Circularizing-Turning Prism 
O. Receive Filter 
P. Photomultiplier 

second and third amplifiers to a circularizing-turning prism and out through the 

main telescope. Output oscillator energy was approximately O. 6 J. Amplification 

of about 2. 5 times each of the three amplifiers produced a 10-J output laser. 

While ranging, however, the laser was fired generally at 5 to 6 J to conserve 

optical components and prolong the operational lifetime of the costly ruby rods. 

Repeated laser firing at energy levels of 7 J or greater produced rapid deteriora

tion of the circularizing-turning prism (Figure 51) and resulted in an erratic trans

mitted pulse pattern (Figure 52) unsuited for ranging. Prisms were fabricated 

from fused silica materials (Supersil I and ED-4). None of the materials used 

for this prism in the syste·m were completely satisfactory in withstanding sus

tained high ruby laser energy. A diverging optical surface on the prism permitted 

transmitted energy to fill the telescope's secondary mirror (Figure 53). Diver

gence out of the prism was typically 1 mrad; it was reduced approximately 100 

times by telescope optics upon transmission resulting in a 2 arc sec laser diver

gence. 
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Figure 49. Catalina Laser in Laboratory 

In beginning configuration, laser cavities appeared as shown in Figure 54. 

Each contained two linear flashlamps with glass cooling sleeves and O-ring seals. 

The inside of each aluminum cavity was highly polished and elliptical. Each ruby 

rod with glass cooling sleeve was positioned at the cavity center between the 

flashtubes. A combination of holders with epoxy, sauereisen, and O-ring seals 

were used to hold the ruby rod and cooling sleeve in position within the cavity. 

Although the laser performed reliably under laboratory conditions, difficulties 

arose when it was operated in the observatory environment which was subject to 

ambient temperature changes. Especially in automatic firing mode, the combined 

effect of high voltage, ruby laser radiation, and UV radiation from the flashtubes 

plus environmental changes produced gradual deterioration of the epoxy and sauer

eisen seals, resulting in cavity leakage and unsatisfactory laser performance. 
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Figure 50. Oscillator Cavity 

Figure 51. Damaged Prism 
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Figure 52. Damaged Laser Pattern 

Figure 53. Typical Laser Pattern 
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Figure 54. Laser Cavity 

Because it was desired to fire the laser reliably in various modes, laser modifica

tions were required. By using the automatic mode (12 pulses/min.), more data 

could be accumulated over a shorter time period than by using other firing modes. 

These data could then be used in statistical analyses to evaluate returned pulses 

and, thereby, compensate in part for other beginning system deficiencies. 

During the first winter operation at the Catalina site, laser modifications 

were performed by AFCRL personnel. Glass cooling sleeves were eliminated 

and a direct cavity cooling approach was adopted that proved satisfactory. Cavity 

flow was increased and cavity head temperature control was somewhat improved. 

The same size ruby rods and flashtubes were retained and Brewster-angle rod 

faces of the original design were unchanged. Each of the four original aluminum 

cavities were shortened, welded together, and hard anodized (Figure 55). Cavity 

end-plates were fabricated from brass and were chrome plated. O-ring seals 

were used for all ruby rods, flashtubes, and end plates. Hollow plastic end 

cylinders were fabricated for the flashtubes. Of the materials selected and tested 

(Figure 56; plexiglass-top, Delrin-center, and polycarbonate-bottom), the Delrin 

ends held up best under laser firing conditions, although some flaking and powder

ing did occur. The modified cavities were lined with polished aluminum reflectors 

(Figure 57). The aluminum liners (Alzak) were replaced, subsequently, with pol

ished silver reflectors that exhibited less fouling after extensive laser firing. 

Figure 58 snows laser cavities after modifications were completed and Figure 59 

shows the modified cavities installed in the laser mounted on the telescope. 
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Figure 55 . Modified Cavity 

Figure 56. Cavity End Tubes 
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Figure 57. Cavity Reflectors 

Figure 58. Modified Laser Cavities 
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Figure 59. Modified Cavities Installed 

With these modifications the laser performed reliably in the automatic mode 

and was operated continuously for a half-hour or more duration on numerous occa

sions without difficulty. The pumping energy per cavity of 4000 J was not changed . 

The modified laser had the capapility of ~ransmitting 10 to 12 J in the Q- switched 

mode, considered maximum, with a 12 ns pulse at 12 shots I min. When the laser 

was stored under sub-freezing conditions, the secondary loop had to be drained to 

prevent damage to ruby rods and flashtubes. Although possible refrigerants were 

considered, none were used in the secondary loop because of their possible con

tamination of the laser cavities. 

6.3.2 MT. LEMMON LASER 

During the period when Cer- Vit replacement optics were being developed for 

the AFCRL telescope, the laser was modified to increase system precision.
33 

The design of the laser and receive optics used at Mt. Lemmon is shown in Fig

ure 60. The transmitted laser path can be followed from (A) through (U) in this 

diagram. A major modification was the addition of a pulse chopping capability to 

the laser (Figure 61). The purpose of the pulse chopper (Figure 62) was to chop 

33. Carter, W. E., Eckhardt, D. H., and Robinson, W. G. (1972) AFCRL lunar 
laser instrumentation status report, Space Research XII - Akademic-Verlag, 
Berlin, 177 -186. 
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LASER RECEIVE OPTICS 

A. Q-Switch Prism L. Brewster Prism A. Folding Mirrors H. Reducing Lens 
B. Os cillator Cavity M. 1st Amp. B. Aperture I. PMT Mount 
C. Aperture N. 2nd Amp. C. Blocking Filter J. Beamsplitter #2 
D. Sapphire O. Turning Prism D. Turning Pris m K. Alignment Telescope 
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Figure 60. Laser and Receive Optics - Mt. Lemmon 
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a few nanoseconds out of the basic output pulse (~O to 35 ns; FWHM) transmitted 

from the spinning prism, Q-switched oscillator (Figure 63). The active chopping 

element was a spark gap triggered Pockels cell, that permitted the transmitted 

pulse to be varied between 2 and 10 ns. The selected pulse chopper approach had 

good potential for future refinements. By adding a temperature controlled flowing 

dye cell, the chopped pulse from the oscillator could be mode locked. This in 

conjunction with larger amplifier ruby rods and a laser triggered spark gap with 

a selected, low capacitance, Pockels cell could be used to produce sub-nanosecond 

pulses containing sufficient ruby energy for ranging to lunar retroreflectors. 
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Figure 63. Chopped Pulse 

A new oscillator cavity was designed with improved temperature control and 

used a smaller diameter flat-flat ruby rod (1 cm X 10 cm; both rod ends were 

flat). The four modified cavities of the Catalina laser were used as amplifiers. 

The design goal was to develop a 1 to 1. 5 mrad laser that could concentrate 7 to 

8 J in a 5 ns pulse to 3 J concentrated in a few ns pulses. Improved temperature 

control and monitoring devices were added to the laser. Oscillator optical cavity 

length was designed for variability to regulate pulse divergence. The . Mt. . ~emmon 

laser, essentially a re-engineered version of the Catalina laser, is shown in 

Figures 64 and 38 mounted atop the telescope's declination cube. 

When the modified laser with pulse chopper, receive optics, and associated 

electronics were moved from the laboratory area in Tucson during February 1972, 

it was expected to take approximately one month to integrate this equipment into 

the system at the Mt. Lemmon site. Problems developed with the laser, however, 

that centered primarily around the pulse chopper. Although the laser-pulse 

chopper was tested adequately in the laboratory, it did not perform as designed 
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Figure 64. Mt. Lemmon Laser 

after integration into the system at Mt. Lemmon. Approximately one additional 

month was taken from the planned observing schedule to resolve chopper problems 

but without success. Problems centered on determining optimum settings of the 

spark gap. Because the test. plan required that the system be evaluated with a 

lunar retrorefledor before program termination on 30 June 1972. further time 

was not spent on this problem. The pulse chopper was removed and the laser was 

further modified and tested. This work was essentially completed during the week 

of 7 May 1972. Figure 65 shows laser components used to conclude this experi

ment as installed in the laser housing mounted on the Cer- Vit optics telescope. 

The oscillator optical cavity (Figure 66) was shortened; this reduced the basic 

pulse to 15 to 17 ns at FWHM (Figure 67: Scale. 10 ns/cm). Because residuals 

in the lunar ephemeris remained greater than this pulse length. data acquired 

with this laser would be useful while the removed pulse chopper was being cor

rected. Both the oscillator and first amplifier cavities used flat-flat ruby rods 

of 1 cm X 10 dimensions . The second amplifier was one of the modified Catalina 

laser cavities, that contained a 1.6 cm X 10 cm ruby rod with Brewster ends. 

For test purposes. photosensitive pape r, was used to produce a burn pattern 

of a laser pulse at various positions within the laser path of the modified system 

(Figure 68). In this figure. a. denotes the pulse pattern out of the oscillator opti

cal cavity after passing through a 5 mm aperture. The pulse was enlarged from 

5 mm to 8 mm diam as it passed through a beam expander. It was then directed 

through a 90° turning prism and through the first amplifier which produced the 

pulse pattern shown in b. The pulse then passed through a second beam expander 

(from 8 mm to 17 mm) to a 90° turning mirror through a Brewster prism to the 
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Figure 65. Modified Mt. Lemmon Laser 

Figure 66. Laser Oscillator; Mt. Lemmon 

second amplifier. The pulse pattern out of the second amplifier is denoted in c. 

The second amplifier ruby rod had a small center hole that permitted more uni

form cooling, and the center of the pulse pattern is affected by this hole. The 

last pulse pattern, d., was sampled from the bottom of the telescope's declination 

cube after passing through the circularizing-turning prism, with the T /R mirror 

in transmit position. 
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During testing, laser output energy was, typically, 2 to 3 J /pulse. Oscil

lator output was approximately 1/2 J at threshold and the two amplifiers in

creased output by a factor of 4 to 5. When ranging to the moon, however, the 

laser was usually pumped harder and laser output energy could be safely doubled. 

With an efficiency (0.65) of the transmit optical train and a 5-J laser, approxi

mately 3 J could be transmitted out of the telescope. The modified laser performed 

satisfactorily, having a 1 to 1.5 mrad divergence (2 - 3 arc sec out of telescope) and 

a 15 to 17 ns pulse. 

6.4 Signal Detection 

6.4. 1 CATALINA RECEIVER 

Ranging instrumentation to transmit and detect laser signals, as diagrammed 

in Figure 69, was used when the experiment began at the Catalina site. Energy 

collected by the telescope was deflected to the photomultiplier by a T /R mirror 

in receive position. The T / R mirror assembly (Figure 70) was forward of the 

laser and permitted the mirror to intersect the telescope's optical axis. An align

ment assembly permitted coincidence of laser and telescope optical axes to be ex

amined from the telescope eyepiece using a mylar film burn-hole technique. In

cluded in the receive optical train were the T /R mirror, a 90° transfer mirror, 

and a dichroic beamsplitter, all dielectric coated for 99. 8 percent reflectivity at 

ruby wavelength (694. 3 nm). 

A range ephemeris tape, which was prepared in advance, was used to control 

range gate and oscilloscope sweep. Travel time was recorded, digitally, on 

punched paper tape and in printed form. By using a narrow optical filter, a nar

row field stop and a short time gate, background radiation was minimized when 

both the observatory and the retroreflector were, locally, in the dark. Round 

-trip travel time was measured against a cesium oscillator which had a drift rate 

not greater than 1 part in 10 11 . Laser fire control sequence is shown in Fig

ure 71. The prediction tape provided a coarse linear extrapolation of the range 

ephemeris updated at 5-min intervals. It was decided, therefore, to send digi

tally punched and printed observational data back to AFCRL for further data 

analyses using the refined ephemeris for confirmation of returned signals. Be

ginning system efficiency was less than planned and the data required statistical 

analyses using the refined ephemeris to evaluate return signals. 

Early in the experiment it was necessary to replace and/ or modify certain 

system components to improve signal detection capability. A different photo

multiplier (PMT) of greater quantum efficiency and a narrower optical filter were 

incorporated into the Catalina receiver. Figure 72 shows the PMT-filter housing 

and telescope eyepiece arranged at the Cassegrain position on the metal mirror 
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Figure 7 O. T / R Mirror Assembly 

telescope. The photomultiplier was selected from several of the same type com

mercial PMT's (RCA C31000E). When irradiated end-on through the lens and 

photocathode, these PMT's had a typical quantum efficiency of 5 percent at ruby 

wavelength. Later a technique for quantum enhancement of these PMT's was 
34 

developed and was also used in the receiver at Mt. Lemmon. By directing a 

narrow incident light path into the side of the PMT lens, which illuminated an ap

proximate 2-cm long strip along the center of the photocathode, quantum efficiency 

was increased to 8 percent for the selected PMT. In addition, the PMT was 

water cooled and its associated video amplifier was replaced by standard NIM's 

(nuclear integration modules), which amplified and discriminated detected photo

electrons more effectively. A capability was designed into the receive optical 

train to use selected optical filters (3 to 10 A) with provision for blocking and tem

perature control when required. A new housing for these units was designed 

(Figure 73) and the modified receiver was tested prior to termination of activities 

at the Catalina site. 

34. Robinson, W., Williams, J., and Lewis, T. (1971) Quantum enhancement of 
the RCA C31000E photomultiplier, Applied Optics 19:2650. 
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Figure 72. PMT and Eyepiece 
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6.4.2 MT. LEMMON RECEIVER 

Receive optics were further improved and redesigned prior to the location of 

the experiment at Mt. Lemmon. Components and their arrangement are depicted 

in Figure 60 and are shown mounted on the re-engineered telescope in Figure 74. 

The quantum enhanced PMT was located at the bottom of the receiver housing 

(Figure 38). An important addition was the temperature-controlled, voltage-tuned 

spike filter. It was a 20 mm aperture, narrow bandpass (1. 2 A) Fabry-Perot type 

of filter that was blocked by a separate temperature-controlled filter. Voltage

controlled piezoelectric drivers regulated etalon spacing. Peak transmission 

(85 percent for ruby wavelength) was accomplished by controlling filter tempera

ture.
33 

In using this arrangement, it was noted that the spike filter tended to 

wander and it was difficult to keep the filter peaked. It was planned to replace the 

spike filter, temporarily, with a 3 to 4 A optical filter while this problem was 

resolved. 

A PDP- 8 computer was added to the receive signal electronics (Figure 41). 

Power for the electronics was supplied from 24 V /1 OA Lambda power supplies 

that ran the logic control network and cooled the PMT. Logic was hard-wired 

and interfaced the PDP-8 computer. At experiment termination, the computer 

was used to calculate range using Chebyshev polynomials for each shot. A range 

gate was preset and a 1 ns time-interval counter directed stop-pulse signals to 

the computer. which calculated differences between predicted and measured lunar 

ranges. A teletype printer provided data readout and also provided a punched 

paper tape of the observations. 

Figure 74. Mt. Lemmon Receive Optics 
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Receiver losses were reduced by using high efficiency anti-reflective or di

electric coatings on optical components. By using improved monitoring techniques 

and alignment procedures, the system was designed to perform more effectively. 

A transmitted laser pulse passed through the laser interfacing lenses and was de

flected by the dichroic beamsplitter into the telescope. The laser lenses caused 

the transmitted pulse to appear as originating from the main telescope focus. By 

using a hand monocular near the laser lens position and focusing the main tele

scope on a star, the laser was focused. The mainfield beamsplitter was dielectric 

coated to reflect 99 percent of the ruby light and pass much of the other visible 

light. Collected energy that passed through this beamsplitter was corrected for 

axial astigmatism before reaching the mainfield guider and image dissector opti

cal assembly. A cube corner was affixed to a holder vane of the telescope's sec

ondary mirror. The cube corner served as an autocollimating flat which was used 

in aligning the laser and guider optical axes. A portion of each transmitted ruby 

pulse was reflected from the cube corner and was imaged in the guider eyepiece. 

By manually adjusting the mainfield beamsplitter until the reflected laser image 

lined up with the guider reticle, the two axes were aligned. 

7. DATA ACQUISITION 

7.1 Catalina Data 

Appendix A details observations of the experiment while at the Catalina site 

and is referenced to the following discussion. Beginning in June 1969, the sys-

tem was checked using the moon's natural surface (sub-earth point) until 20 July 

1969, when the Apollo 11 retroreflector was placed on the moon. In order to keep 

background noise at a minimum, laser ranging to a lunar retroreflector or the 

moon's sub-earth point (SEP) was performed when the observatory and the target 

were both, locally, in darkness. Although the retroreflector was in the dark dur

ing the August run, poor weather and equipment problems prevented acquiring re

turn signals from the retroreflector. During September, however, the retroreflector 

was again in the dark and the system was made to perform successfully under good 

seeing conditions. Approximately 100 shots were fired on 2 September and another 

150 on 3 September. These data were sent to AFCRL and the first returns with 

the AFCRL system from the Apollo 11 retroreflector were confirmed and report

ed.
35

,36 Results of this first AFCRL acquisition follow and are summarized. 

35. Eckhardt, D. H. (1969) Report on the Initial Trials of the AFCRL Lunar Laser 
Observatory, AFCRL unpublished report. 

36. Bulletin Ge'ode'sique (1969) Laser target on moon works for Air Force Scien
tists, J.lnt.Assoc.Geo. 94:443,444. 

N\I\ 
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A malfunction of the 10 ns counter prevented range measurements on 2 Sep

tember; however, histograms prepared from oscilloscope traces showed that re

flected signals were detected. The counter was repaired and measures were ob

tained on 3 September, although the counter failed to stop, occasionally, on large 

return signals. Figure 75 is a composite photograph that shows the results of 

nine consecutive laser shots on 3 September 1969. Photographs were taken of 

the traces of an oscilloscope which monitored the returns. Three traces (one for 

each shot) were recorded on each oscilloscope photograph, then were set in the 

same chronological order in the composite photograph. To the right of each oscil

loscope photograph is the corresponding portion of the output tape printed by the 

laser ranging control system. Unlike the traces of the photographs, the three 

data sets accompanying each photograph are arranged chronologically from bot

tom to top. The laser was operated in manual mode. This permitted sufficient 

time between shots to photograph oscilloscope traces. 

Each oscilloscope trace covers a 20 Ils observation window. Indicated on the 

third, fourth, sixth, and seventh traces are return pulses which stopped the 

ranging counter and provided measurements with a resolution of 10 ns in 2.6 sec 

or 4 parts in 109• The top five lines of data to the right of the first oscillograph 

photograph pertain to the third trace on the photograph. Reading upwards, we 

have the following information: target number 2; day number 246 (3 September); 

Universal time of laser firing epoch 10h 20m 148 105 (3:20 a. m . local time); start 

of observation window (and sweep) 2.615343 sec after epoch; range transit time 

prediction 2.6153537 sec after epoch; and range transit time measurement 

2. 61535537 sec after epoch. 

The range prediction was updated five times per second by the co~trol system 

using a linear fit whose parameters were, in turn, updated every 5 min from a 

punched tape. The punched input tape was provided at AFCRL. For traces 3, 4, 

6, and 7 the range observations minus the range predictions on the printed tape 

were, respectively, 1. 67, 1. 32, 1. 26, and 1. 1911s; referred to the original 

ephemeris these differences were 1. 54, 1. 89, 1. 45, and 1. 581ls. These differ

ences were attributed primarily to the inaccuracy expected of the original ephem

eris, but there may possibly have been an error of several units (1 unit = 10 ns) 

in the counter; less likely, one of the returns (trace 4, say) may be spurious. 

The probability that all returns are spurious is, however, remote. 

Subsequent returns from the Apollo 11 retroreflector at the Catalina, Site II 

were obtained, sporadically, on several occasions. Examination of SEP data 

indicated possible returns from the moon ' s unaugmented surface, but these data 

were determined to be statistically insignificant. After relocation of this experi

ment at the Mt. Lemmon site, time did not permit continuation of the SEP 
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investigation prior to experiment termination. The Luna 17 retroreflector was 

used on one occasion, but without positive confirmation of returns. Observations 

were concluded at the Catalina site shortly after the Apollo 14 retroreflector was 

located on the moon and this target was not acquired. Examination of some return 

data indicated a drifting across or skimming of the target by laser pulses, thus 

also contributing to a lesser number of returns. Results of the first year of oper

ation in Arizona were presented to the IA U. 37 

7.2 Mt. Lemmon Data . 

Upon completion of extensive instrumentation modifications, the re-engineered 

system was installed in stages at the AFCRL site atop Mt. Lemmon, beginning 

with the Cer-Vit optics telescope during December 1971. It was determined at 

AFCRL to complete system modifications as scheduled, assemble and check out 

instrumentation at the Mt. Lemmon site, and perform a test program prior to ex

periment termination. The objective of the test program was to acquire return 

signals from the Apollo 15 retroreflector in sufficient time to permit experiment 

disassembly prior to the 30 June 1972 termination date. This objective was ac

complished successfully. 

During April 1972, the integration of system components for the experiment 

was essentially completed and this system was checked out on. 25 April using the 

Apollo 15 retroreflector. Although results showed only an ambiguous indication 

of return signals, the system was made to operate at this site for the· first time 

at a lunar target . Problem areas focused on the pulse chopper, the 1. 2 A spike 

filter, and related laser and receive optics alignment difficulties. When addi

tional time could not be taken from remaining potential observing time to make 

the pulse chopper perform acceptably in the observatory environment, it was re

moved from the laser. The expected 2 to 3 ns pulse was, therefore, not ob

tained. The laser optical cavity was shortened and other in-house laser modifica

tions were performed that produced a typical 17 ns (FWHM) pulse. This modified 

laser performed reliably during the final test run and could transmit, approxi

mately, 3 J out of the telescope. 

The final test schedule (Table 3) began 19 May 1972 and covered 21 nights of 

observing until the test program was concluded by direction from AFCRL on 

9 June. During this period, usable data were acquired on 5 nights with 3 nights 

being lost because of equipment problems and the remaining time being unusable 

because of poor seeing and local weather conditions. The 60 percent loss of ob

serving time due to weather during this period prevented more data from being 

37. Hunt, M. S. (1970) A lunar laser optical ranging experiment, presented at 
XIV General Assembly, IAU, Commission 17, The Moon, Brighton, 
18-27 August. 
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Table 3. Mt. Lemmon Final Test Schedule - 1972 

Day Shots Stops Gate/ J.lsec Seeing>:' / Weather Remarks 

140 None N/A N/A Poor/Windy Checked System 

141 80 5 20 Poor/Windy Tested System 

142 None N/A N/A Poor/Windy Spike Filter Aligned 

143 500 191 20 2 arc sec / Clear Usable Data 

144 93 45 20 2 arc sec /Scattered 
Clouds Usable Data 

" 93 61 20 Fair / Scattered Clouds PMT Noise 

145 78 13 20 Good/Clear Off Target 

" 116 47 20 2-3 arc sec/Clear Usable Data 

" 85 48 20 Fair/ Clear PMT Noise 

146 None N/A N/A Fair / Scattered Clouds PMT corrected/ 
Spike Filter Aligned 

147 43 34 14 2-4 arc sec/Windy Off Target 

" 350 184 14 2-4 arc sec/Windy Usable Data 

" 200 108 10 2-4 arc sec/Windy Usable Data 

148 None N/A N/A Poor / Clouds Checked System 

149 None N/A N/A Poor / Clouds Checked System 

150 None N/A N/A Poor/Rain Checked System 

151 None N/A N/A Poor/Rain Checked System 

152 None N/A N/A Poor / Clouds Checked System 

153 149 120 16 2-4 arc sec/Scattered 
Clouds Usable Data 

154 300 N/A N/A 2-6 arc sec/Clear Spike Filter 

155 450 N/A N/A 2-3 arc sec/Clear Receive Optics 

156 None N/A N/A Poor/Rain Checked System 

157 None N/A N/A Poor/Rain Checked System 

158 None N/A N/A Poor/Rain Checked System 

159 None N/A N/A Poor/Rain Checked System 

160 None N/A N/A Poor / Clouds Checked System 

161 Test program terminated by AFCRL 

* Seeing: 1- 2 arc sec, good; 3-4 arc sec, fair; 5 arc sec or greater, poor 
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acquired for evaluating system performance. System checks were performed 

during those periods of poor observing conditions. Improvements were made in 

temperature controlling the spike filter and in the alignment of receive optical 

components. 

Data sheet printout was provided by the PDP-8 computer and printer that was 

integrated into the system. Provided was the calculated range for each shot using 

Chebyshev polynomials. The range gate was set manually. The first stop within 

the gate was reported to the computer by a 1 ns counter. The computer provided 

residuals to 1 ns between measured and calculated ranges. Residuals for each 

shot were printed at the top of the data sheet; a notation, G, indicated no stop 

within the gate. This was followed by target number, UTC (hr, min, sec) and 

measured range to 1 ns for each shot. Question marks in the measured range 

printout denote no measure. Figure 76 shows return data for days 143 and 147. 

Residuals were plotted from the MIT lunar ephemeris that covered a portion of 

the windows for these days, and show a significant number of stops over the ex

pected noise for these windows. Residual displacement is consistent with scale 

uncertainly of the MIT ephemeris. The slope is attributed to the observatory or 

moon being a constant few meters from predicted position. 
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Figure 76 . Mt. Lemmon Data 
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8. SUMMARY 

Had instrumentation performed as planned. this experiment no doubt would 

have been more productive in acquiring lunar ranging data. Rather than termin

ate this experiment in 1969, shortly after the first retroreflector was located on 

the moon. it was determined to continue the experiment and. concurrently. make 

necessary equipment modifications to improve system performance. The net 

effect of beginning the experiment with marginal instrumentation was to reduce 

system efficiency. As a result. more telescope time was required to accumu

late larger quantities of observational data for statistical analyses and more site 

time was needed for equipment modifications. maintenance. and testing than 

originally planned. 

The relatively low cost and reduced development time of the telescope and 

metal optics approach. initially selected. helped appreciably in making experi

ment instrumentation ready in time for the first Apollo retroreflector. When 

telescope metal optics did not perform as planned. they were replaced success

fully with glass (Cer- Vit) optics. through the continued support of this experiment 

at the University. NASA, and AFCRL. Observations were concluded at the Cata

lina site in April 1971 and were resumed approximately a year later with a re

engineered system (optics, laser. guider) at a new site (Mt. Lemmon). 

Irrespective of instrumentation problems that confronted this experiment 

throughout its four-year (1968-1972) operation in Arizona, the system was made 

to work repeatedly while fulfilling the obligation of continuous equipment modifi

cation. The problems associated with operating and maintaining this experiment. 

while concurrently modifying system instrumentation. provided a somewhat unique 

on-site laboratory situation for the AFCRL personnel involved. An extensive in

house effort was demanded and met. which resulted in scientific accomplishments 

of note. A new quantum enhancement technique was developed for the photo

multiplier used. Numerous laser modifications were successfully completed. A 

Cer- Vit optics primary mirror design for the 1. 5 m telescope was developed and 

used successfully. Return signals from the Apollo 11 retroreflector were ob

tained during September 1969 and sporadically thereafter. The re-engineered 

system was tested successfully using the Apollo 15 retroreflector prior to experi

ment termination in June 1972. It was demonstrated that ruby laser ranging to 

Apollo retroreflectors could be performed with a moderate aperture. relatively 

inexpensive telescope. 

Additional time at the Mt. Lemmon site could have been used effectively to 

acquire more return data, to calibrate the system. to correct equipment problems 

with the pulse chopper and spike filter, and thereby demonstrate the system more 
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fully. Design potential of the replacement glass mirror for the telescope will be 

substantiated when the long term stability of this 1.5 m Cer- Vit primary mirror 

has been demonstrated. The mirror design might be extended to accommodate a 

larger aperture instrument. although more study should be performed to deter

mine the practical limits of the design. The successful development and use of 

.the 1.5-m telescope Cer-Vit optics for this experiment should benefit those or

ganizations having requirements for a good telescope of moderate aperture and 

cost. 

Upon termination of this experiment in Arizona by the USAF during June 1972, 

the AFCRL telescope with Cer-Vit optics, plus associated experiment equipment 

items. were removed as directed from the Mt. Lemmon site. Experiment instru

mentation was designated to remain together for the purpose of continuing lunar 

laser ranging at a southern hemisphere site. The Mt. Lemmon site used for the 

AFCRL experiment was left intact with improvements. The dome and wall plus 

other building modifications such as the telescope piers. sub-floor. observer's 

facilities. etc. remained intact as they constituted permanent-type improvements 

and would benefit subsequent users of this site. Items of equipment and facility 

improvement were turned over to the University of Arizona. These could be used 

at the Mt. Lemmon site or would benefit the University in other research applica

tions. 
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Appendix A 

Catalina Observations and Events 

Date Target Shots Seeing Remarks 

1969 

May Lunar laser and offset guider 
were installed on telescope with 
prototype metal optics followed 
by equipment checkout. 

Jun 6-8 SEP Intermittent Fair System checked with moon (sub-
Jun 19-21 SEP Intermittent Fair earth point) for first time. 

Numerous equipment problems 
~eveloped. No meaningful data 
was acquired. 

Jul 6-8 SEP Intermittent Fair System performed well during 
first night. No meaningful data. 
Laser arcing and leakage devel-
oped later and were corrected. 

Jul 14 Completed metal optics in-
stalled in AFCRL telescope. 
Primary mirror damaged while 
being aluminized. 

Ju120 A-11 Intermittent Poor Apollo 11 (A-1!) retroreflector 
Ju119-24 located on moon. No returns. 

No start pulse. Time Code 
Generator and logic circuitry 
problems corrected. Tested 
system. 
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Date Target 

1969 (cont) 

Aug 3-8 A-11 

Sep 2-3 A-11 

Sep 7 - 8 

Oct - Nov A-11 

Dec 

1970 

Jan - Feb 

Feb 26 - Mar 2 

Mar 10 - 13 

Mar 28 A-11 

Mar 29 A-11 

Mar 30 - 31 

Shots 

Intermittent 

250 

135 

50 

33 

Poor 

Good 

Fair
Good 

Good 

Good 
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Appendix A 

Remarks 

No returns. Time Code Gen
erator and video amplifier 
problems occurred and were 
corrected later. Tested system. 

First AFCRL return signals 
from A-11 retroreflector. Ac
quisition of target in dark re
quired special offset guiding 
technique. 

Hartmann tests on metal optics 
demonstrated unsuitability of 
telescope for the experiment. 

No data. Laser and counter 
malfunctions. Possible returns 
on 3 & 5 Nov. Timing discrep
ancies prevented confirmation 
of measurements. Laser mal
functions were repaired. 

No data. Laser malfunction, 
power failures, poor weather 
prevented observing. 

Observations syspended tem
porarily to modify laser cavities 
and make other system im
provements. 

Poor weather, power failures 
prevented observations. 

No data. Poor weather con
tinued until the 12th. Laser 
power supply failed. 

No returns. No stop gate. 
Laser and tracker logic mal
functions. 

Three returns within 60 ns of 
predicted range were confirmed 
at AFCRL. 

Poor weather prevented obser
vations. 



II 

• 

Date 

1970 (cont) 

Apr 1 - 2 

Apr 9-13 

Apr 27 

Apr 28 

Apr 29 

Apr 30 

May 1 

May 8 - 11 

May 12 

May 26 - 27 

May 28 

May 29 

May 30 

Jun 7 - 8 

Jun 25 - 30 

Jul- Sep 

Target Shots 

A-11 32 

A-11 67 

A-11 25 

SEP 165 

A-11 85 

A-11 207 

A-11 118 

A-11 50 

Seeing . 

Good 

Good 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Fair 
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Remarks 

No data. Logic circuitry prob
lems worsened . 

No data. Laser logic and 
control problems were iden
tified and corrected by April 16. 

No data. Printer and T /R 
mirror problems. 

No data. Cloudy. System 
checked out adequately. 

No data. Cloudy . No start 
pulse. 

No returns. Stop gate problems. 

No returns. Stop gate failure 
after 67 shots. 

No returns. Data recording and 
optical component problems. 

Data were statistically insig
nificant. 

No data. Poor weather. 

Return signals probable. 

Return signals confirmed at 
AFCRL. 

Return signals confirmed at 
AFCRL. 

No returns. Data read out 
problems. 

No data. Poor weather and 
stop gate malfunction. 

Observations suspended tem
porarily during local rainy 
season. System refinements 
continued. NIM components 
replaced video amplifier. En
hanced PMT was cooled. Off
set guider was modified. etc. 



Appendix A 

Date Target Shots Seeing Remarks 

'1970 (cont) 

Sept 20 - 26 A-11 500 Good Possible returns, but uncon-
firmed. Problems centered 
around; variable start pulse, 
optical component damaget 
recei ver power supply, 4 A 
filter and guider drift rate. 
System checked early Oct. 

Oct21-26 A-11 1850 Poor- No returns. Seeing poor ex-
Fair cept for 24 Oct. PMT count 

study performed. Guider 
problems continued. 

Noy 16 Substitute metal optics re-
placed AFCRL metal optics in 
telescope. AFCRL optics to 
be re-worked. 

Nov 19 - 24 A-11 3340 Fair- Data showed returns from 
Good moon I s natural surfa,ce slightly 

earlier than target. Apparently, 
not aimed well enough on target. 
Guider boresight drift fluctu-
ated to 12 arc sec/hr. 

Nov Luna 17 (L-17) retroreflector 
located on moon. 

Dec 2 - 8 SEP 300 Poor- No returns. Ephemeris tape 
Fair problem. 

L-17 1800 Poor- Data were determined to be 
Fair statistically insignificant. 

Weather and tracker problems 
restricted probability of 
returns. 

Dec 19 - 24 No data. Poor weather pre-
vented firing. 

1971 

Jan No data. No ephemeris tape. 
Substitute metal optics were 
re-worked for Feb run. 

Feb Apollo 14 (A-14) retroreflector 
located on moon. 
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